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part of the Dacorum Symphony Orchestra. 
 
The French horn announces the opening of this sparkling overture to Weber’s opera Oberon. DSO 
did not, of course, perform this in its entirety, but played the overture as a concert piece which has 
been a universal favourite since it was heard at the first full performance of the opera in 1826. This 
music exudes a ‘feel good’ factor which we can expect when the King of the Fairies is summoned by 
the horn to intervene in mortal affairs and to clear up any mess to everyone’s satisfaction.  Weber is 
certainly entitled to his reputation as the founder of the Romantic movement in German music – 
many composers in his own time and later would agree – but let’s not forget the debt owed to our 
own William Shakespeare (A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Mendelssohn’s hands?) 
 The technical demands of the music of J.S. Bach on performers are heartily acknowledged by 
them, but equally the consensus among lay music lovers (including your reviewer!) is that it is 
endlessly easy on the ear; our feeling is that there can never be a single dark moment in the 
composer’s entire output, and in the second piece in our concert the ‘feel-good’ factor was 
sustained by virtuosos Francesca Barritt and Peter Fisher performing the concerto in D minor for two 
violins. This has got to be some of the happiest music ever composed full, as it is, with delicious 
contrasting mood tones, rhythms and harmonies; perhaps it suggests the two instruments having an 
entirely friendly argument through three movements, but remaining the best of friends at the end! 
 Next, the classical tone was sustained when the programme moved us from Bach to Mozart 
with Peter Fisher this time joined, appropriately, by Nicholas Logie in a fine rendering, with virtuoso 
playing, of the Andante from Mozart’s Sinfonia Concertante K364 for violin and viola. (worth pointing 
out that on this occasion DSO were supporting three outstanding artists as soloists – spoiling us 
badly!). When writing or speaking of Mozart what superlatives can one find that haven’t been used a 
thousand times over since his death? His flow of divine melody can be compared with the River 
Amazon in terms of its length, breadth and depth – hope that’ll do! 
 After the interval the orchestra took us seamlessly from the classical to the romantic period 
with Dvorak’s Symphony no. 8. Here was a lovely contrast with the sparkling outpourings of Bach 
and Mozart. As a melodist Dvorak was prolific; Brahms, a warm admirer, once commented with 
perhaps a touch of envy, that his friend threw out (and maybe threw away) musical ideas any one of 
which other composers could make the basis of serious large scale works. The great Czech artist 
created music of a uniquely distinctive flavour. Undoubtedly a source of inspiration was the beauty 
of his native Bohemian countryside – and also its folk music (many say that there is more of the 
Slavonic than of the New World in the Symphony no.9). But present in everything he composed was 
a kind of gentle poignancy, a ‘dying fall’ to quote from Duke Orsino. That said, Dvorak could engage 
in uninhibited bursts of orchestral brilliance when the mood took him  - think of the overture 
‘Carnival’. 
The DSO, under the  tireless baton of Tom Loten, made sure all  
these qualities were well expressed. Over all, a beautifully balanced programme and a fitting 
memorial to Steffanie Logie, a great lady of Music. 
    
 


